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Figure 16: Staff Focus Group 
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Appendix 1B: Questionnaire Matrices 
 





























































































































Figure 31: Questionnaire ASPQ8 Analysis
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Appendix 1C: Interview Matrices 
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Appendix 1D6: ASP6O Multimodal Observation Transcript 
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Appendix 3: The Project Brief with Analysis 
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Research Note 1 
 









Figure 110: Research note 2.  (Source: Spradley, 1979, p.111)
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Figure 114: Extract QQI Award Standards Architecture.  (Source: Quality and Qualifications Ireland, 2014, p.6). 
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Appendix 15: Extracts from Programme Curriculum  
























Figure 119: Extract Programme Structure for 3rd Year.  (Source: Source: Programme 




Figure 120: Extract Multidisciplinary Collaborative Projects for 3rd Year BAAD.  




Figure 121: Year Three DS Learning Outcome regarding Communication.  (Source: 





























































Figure 123: Composite participants visual artefacts.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
